Correlation analyses on binding affinity of substituted benzenesulfonamides with carbonic anhydrase using ab initio MO calculations on their complex structures.
Quantitative structure-activity relationship analyses on the free energy change during complex formation between substituted benzenesulfonamides (BSAs) and bovine carbonic anhydrase II (bCA II) were performed using generilized Born/surface area (GB/SA) and ab initio fragment molecular orbital (FMO) calculations for the whole complex structures. The result shows that the overall free energy change is governed by the contribution from solvation and dissociation free energy changes accompanying by complex formation. The FMO-IFIE (interfragment interaction energy) analysis quantitatively revealed that the intrinsic interaction energy of bCA II with BSAs is mostly from interactions with amino acid residues in the active site of bCA II. The "Zn block" (Zn(2+) and three histidine residues coordinated to Zn(2+)) in the active site shows the lowest interaction energy and the greatest variance of interaction energy with BSAs through their coordination interaction. The proposed procedure was demonstrated to provide a quantitative basis for understanding a ligand-protein interaction at electronic and atomic levels.